DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20224
SMALL BUSINESS/SELF·EMPLOYED DIVISION

September 11,2008

Jeffret T. Maehr
924 E. Stollsteimer Rd
Pagosa Springs, CO 81147

Dear Mr. Maehr:
This responds to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request of August 20, 2008,
received in our office on September 10, 2008.
You asked for documentation clarifying some words used in the IR Code.
The Freedom of Information Act does not require agencies to respond to interrogatories.
It also does not require agencies to conduct research to answer substantive tax
questions or decide which resolution, decision, or statutes you are seeking.
Furthermore, the Act does not require an agency to respond to statements that may be
more appropriately addressed in judicial proceedings. The Act does not require
agencies to provide explanations and/or correct the requester's misinterpretation of
information.
To the extent you are seeking records that establish the authority of the Internal
Revenue Service to assess, enforce, and collect taxes, the Sixteenth Amendment to the
Constitution authorized Congress to impose an income tax. Congress did so in Title 26
of the United States Code, commonly known as the Internal Revenue Code (IRC). The
IRC may contain information responsive to portions of your request. It is available at
many bookstores, public libraries and on the Internet at www.irs.gov.
Income tax filing requirements are supported by statute and implementing regulations,
which may be challenged through the judicial system, not through the FOIA. It is not the
policy of the Internal Revenue Service to engage in correspondence regarding the
interpretation and enforcement of the IRC. We will not reply to future letters concerning
these issues.
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If you have any questions please call me at (801) 620-7635 or write to: Internal
Revenue Service, Disclosure Office 12, MIS 7000, PO Box 9941 Ogden, UT 84409.
Please refer to case number RM08-3485.

Sincerely,
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Robert Maestas ID # 29-81692
Disclosure Specialist
Disclosure Office 12
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